Announcing **JacarandaPLUS**
the next generation of teaching and learning solutions...

**What is JacarandaPLUS?**

JacarandaPLUS is the online home of all our digital resources.

---

**JacarandaPLUS FAQs**

- **What is an eBookPLUS?** It is an online version of the student text. For selected titles eBookPLUS will also include additional digital student resources.
- **Which texts will have eBookPLUS?** All new Jacaranda student texts from 2008 will have an accompanying eBookPLUS. Selected previously published titles will also be available with eBookPLUS.
- **How much will it cost?** When sold separately eBookPLUS is 50% of the price of the book. However, eBookPLUS is available free when purchasing the Jacaranda text.
- **Where do I get it?** Jacaranda texts and eBookPLUS are available through your normal education bookseller.
- **When is it available?** All JacarandaPLUS websites which host eBookPLUS will be live by the end of 2008 for use in 2009.
- **Who do I contact to find out more?** Call 1800 JAC PLUS (1800 522 7587) or visit www.jacplus.com.au

---

Visit www.jacplus.com.au or call 1800 JAC PLUS (1800 522 7587) for more information.
Introduction

StudyON is an interactive, highly visual and engaging tool that recognises the online world that students live in. StudyON opens the door to a stimulating learning environment that allows students to study how they want, when they want.

The next generation study, revision and exam practice tool.

www_studyON.com.au

Concept screens – digestible chunks of information relating to the key elements of the course.

Situational or contingency approach
In some situations it may be appropriate for a manager to use a combination of management styles for decision making, depending on the issue. Different styles are used in different situations to achieve different objectives.

Laissez faire
Total management control
Increased employee control

Persuasive Consultative Participative

Continuum of management styles

Available Term 4 for booklisting in 2009:
StudyON Biology Unit 3 ISBN 978-0-7314-0946-4
StudyON Biology Unit 4 ISBN 978-0-7314-0945-7
StudyON Business Management Units 3&4 ISBN 978-0-7314-0845-0
StudyON Further Mathematics Units 3&4 ISBN 978-0-7314-0843-6
StudyON VCE Physics Unit 3 ISBN 978-0-7314-0943-3
StudyON VCE Physics Unit 4 ISBN 978-0-7314-0944-0

More VCE and HSC titles coming soon...

Call now for your free trial log-in or visit www.studyON.com.au
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ATLAS OF DISCOVERY

Take your Middle Years students on a voyage of discovery with Jacaranda’s Atlas of Discovery.

YOUR STUDENTS WILL DISCOVER:

❚ hundreds of Amazing Places of the world
❚ Learning Centres to engage and inform them on key world themes
❚ Australian and World sections with stunning new maps and case studies
❚ breathtakingly detailed illustrations
❚ activities to foster understanding and inquiry
❚ Skillboosters to understand and practise geographical skills
❚ links to an interactive website featuring Newshound, Hotspot Commander and Jigzone.

The school atlas takes on a new dimension of learning with the Jacaranda Atlas of Discovery. It will allow your students to discover not just the where, but the why and how of their world. Take the voyage! Discover!

Atlas of Discovery
978-0-7016-3737-8 © 2003

JACARANDA ATLAS OF THE PACIFIC ISLANDS

The Jacaranda Atlas of the Pacific Islands features mapping detail and clarity pioneered by Jacaranda over 30 years of atlas publishing. It contains extensive map and case study coverage of the North and South Pacific region as well as a comprehensive World section with case studies. The atlas is full of high-quality illustrations including photos, block diagrams, satellite images and graphic displays.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Max Quanchi has taught Pacific Island history since 1973 at universities in Australia and PNG. He is the author of several textbooks for schools including Culture Contact in the Pacific and Pacific People and Change. In the course of his work, Max has visited all the nations and territories in the region. He currently teaches in the School of Humanities at Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, Australia.

Jacaranda Atlas of the Pacific Islands
978-0-7016-3662-3 © 2002
The Jacaranda Atlas has been a part of Australian classrooms since 1969. Each successive edition has established the benchmark in atlas publishing. The Sixth Edition continues that evolutionary process, drawing on an experienced team of writers, educational advisers, researchers, artists, designers, compositors, cartographers and cartographic editors to deliver a state-of-the-art educational resource. Innovative cartographic techniques, graphics and satellite imagery provides engaging, up-to-date material for students to use. An interactive atlas on CD-ROM with Virtual Fieldwork modules again leads the way for Australian school atlases. A dedicated website ensures that the atlas is kept up to date with a host of supporting resources.

### THE ATLAS:
- new thematic maps and purpose-drawn topographic maps cover a wide range of topics and themes
- case studies of important events, issues and features from Australia and the world allow students to explore geographical themes in depth
- 28-page skills section with activities to explain geospatial skills and concepts.

### THE CD-ROM:
- an interactive atlas of the world with search facilities for over 10,000 locations, plus scale and mapmaker tools enable students to study geographical patterns
- Virtual Fieldwork modules designed to involve students in interactive fieldwork sites around the globe.

### THE WEB SITE:
- mapmasters and worksheets
- atlas games
- statistical updates
- downloads of additional worksheets and Virtual Fieldwork modules.

Jacaranda Atlas 6E and CD-ROM
978-0-7314-0407-0 © 2006

### CONTENTS

#### GEOSKILLS
What is a map?
Locating places
Using direction
Understanding scale
Interpreting height on maps
Using topographic maps
Interpreting satellite maps
Distribution
Region
Movement
Spatial association
Spatial interaction
Spatial change over time
Using Geoskills and Geoconcepts

#### AUSTRALIA
- natural features
- landforms
- weather and climate
- natural hazards
- threatened environments
- introduced species
- endangered species
- human features
- population
- indigenous population
- water and agriculture
- mineral and energy
- tourism
- Asia—Pacific
- Queensland Great Barrier Reef
- Brisbane
- Sydney
- Sydney Basin pollution
- Tredbo landslide
- Australian Capital Territory
- Canberra
- bushfires, 2003
- Murray–Darling Basin
- Victoria
- Port Campbell
- Melbourne
- urban planning for the future
- Lake George
- Wangaratta flood
- Tasmania
- Freycinet National Park
- Hobart
- Sullivan’s Cove development
- Tasmania Wilderness area
- Woolnorth Wind Farm
- South Australia
- Lake Eyre
- National Park
- Adelaide
- Urban change at Glenelg
- Olympic Dam mine
- Port Lincoln
- Western Australia
- Ningaloo Reef
- Perth
- The endangered western swamp tortoise
- Toolin Lake salinity protection
- Mandurah
- Northern Territory
- Darwin
- Kakadu National Park
- Australia’s Top Ten

#### WORLD
- Antarctica
- natural features
- Exploration of Antarctica
- Australia
- natural features
- Antarctica food web
- Larsen Ice Shelf
- Pacific
- Pacific Ocean
- Pacific nations
- Formation of reefs and atolls
- Fiji
- Tourism in Fiji
- New Guinea
- Ok Tedi mine
- New Zealand
- Possum pest
- Tasman Glacier
- Mount Ruapehu

#### ASIA
- human features
- Asia—natural features
- South-East Asia
- Timor Gap
- Indonesia deforestation
- Banda Aceh tsunami
- East Asia China’s polluted cities
- Three Gorges Dam
- Japan and Korea
- The ToKaido
- Megalopolis
- South Asia
- India’s population explosion
- Himalayas
- Middle East
- Israel and neighbours
- Galapagos

#### EUROPE
- human features
- Europe—natural features
- North-west Europe
- London terrorist attacks
- An ageing Germany
- Southern Europe
- Vatican City
- Mount Vesuvius
- Russia and Eurasia
- Arab Sea
- Chernobyl

#### AFRICA
- human features
- Africa—natural features
- Northern Africa
- Famine crisis in Niger
- Naukchott desertification
- Southern Africa
- Change in Zimbabwe
- Victoria Falls

#### NORTH AMERICA
- North America—human features
- North—natural features
- Canada The Inuit
- Polar bears in danger
- United States of America
- Bald eagles
- Hurricane Katrina
- Central America
- Panama Canal
- Mexico City

#### SOUTH AMERICA
- South America—human features
- South America—natural features
- Northern South America
- Amazon Basin
- Rio de Janeiro
- Southern South America
- Atacama Desert

#### WORLD
- World—landforms
- Active Earth
- Shaping the land
- World—climate
- World—climatic hazards
- World—vegetation
- World—environmental issues
- World—endangered species
- World—Heritage sites
- World—countries
- World—culture
- World—conflict and terrorism
- World—population
- World—urbanisation
- World—economic activity
- World—energy use
- World—water resource use
- World—health
- World—tourism
- World—statistics
Atlastes Level: middle and upper primary

JACARANDA JUNIOR ATLAS 2E

The Jacaranda Junior Atlas has been an enduring and vital classroom resource and student reference for 15 years. It has now been fully revised, with maps specially designed to suit the needs of middle and upper level primary students.

The new edition has a strong emphasis on Australia, with 58 pages devoted to maps of our nation and to popular themes such as exploration, government and Indigenous Australians.

Features

- each Australian state and the Northern Territory has a six-page section devoted to it. These pages cover natural and human features, land use, climate, and regional and capital-city case studies
- new relief maps have been developed for clarity and ease of use
- content is arranged to take students on a journey from the local scale through to national, regional and global scales
- maps and informative text cover significant Australian places, including how they are protected and cared for
- natural and human features are mapped separately for Australia and the continents
- the placement of Australian state and territory maps, as well as continent maps, on facing pages allows students to see relationships between geographical features
- new content includes topics such as the Murray–Darling Basin, pre-European indigenous trade and World Heritage sites
- stunning satellite images provide a realistic perspective of the world’s continents

The Jacaranda Junior Atlas Second Edition is a vital reference for students as they begin learning about the world around them.

 CONTENTS
Australia
Australia
Queensland
New South Wales
Australian Capital Territory
Victoria
Tasmania
South Australia
Western Australia
Northern Territory
Australia’s indigenous peoples

World
The Pacific
New Zealand
Antarctica
Asia
South-East Asia
Europe
Africa
North America
South America
World
Flags of the world

Jacaranda Junior Atlas 2E
978-0-7314-0792-7 © 2008

*Class set minimum 25 copies. Quote Promotional Code: GLOBE when ordering. While stocks last.
The third edition of the *Jacaranda Primary Atlas* has been designed to give middle and upper level Australian primary students an exciting window on their world from a local, national and global perspective.

The atlas is divided into three sections:

**SKILLS**
Students are introduced to basic map interpretation and geospatial skills through 25 pages of stimulating ideas and student activities.

**AUSTRALIA**
Clear detailed maps of each state and territory are supported by *Geofacts* and all-new case studies. Thematic pages present nationally studied topics such as exploration, natural hazards and government.

**WORLD**
Political maps to show countries and new satellite image maps to show physical features are the focus of the World section. These clear and realistic maps have been specially designed for primary students. New case studies showcase major geographic and environmental issues with an emphasis on positive solutions. An *Amazing Places* feature takes students to iconic natural and human features on their planet. Additional thematic pages provide a valuable reference on world topics such as world climate and endangered species. Flags of the world and statistics complete this section.

The *Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E* is supported by the *Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E Teacher Resource Kit*. A world of use across the curriculum worksheets. It contains:

- The *Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E Strategies and Activities book*
- Five large-scale Wall Maps
- Model Atlas lessons DVD
- Free registration for the Teacher Website

**CONTENTS**

**Skills**
- Looking down
- What is a map?
- Using symbols
- Finding your way
- Using direction
- Where is it?
- Using grids
- Drawing to scale
- Using scale
- Different types of maps
- Making graphs
- Using graphs
- Check your skills

**Australia — States & Territories**
- Australia natural features
- Australia human features
- Queensland
- New South Wales
- Australian Capital Territory
- Victoria
- Tasmania
- South Australia
- Western Australia
- Northern Territory

**Australia — Themes**
- Australia — The Dreaming
- Australia — Indigenous peoples today
- Australia — Exploration
- Australia — Government
- Australia — Our people
- Australia — Natural hazards
- Australia — Farming our land
- Australia — Minerals and energy
- Australia — Caring for places
- Australia — World Heritage Sites and endangered species
- Australia — Our links with the world
- Australian statistics

**World Continents & Sub-Continents**
- Pacific
- New Zealand
- Antarctica
- Asia natural features
- Asia human features
- South-East Asia
- East Asia
- South and west Asia
- Europe natural features
- Europe human features
- North-west Europe
- Southern Europe
- Russia and Eurasia
- Africa natural features
- Africa human features
- Northern Africa
- Southern Africa
- North America natural features
- North America human features
- Canada
- United States of America
- South America natural features
- South America human features
- World natural features
- World climate
- World oceans
- World endangered species
- World human features
- World religions and languages
- The unequal world

**Flags & Statistics**
- World statistics
- Index

---

*Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E*  
978-0-7314-0652-4 ©2007

*Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E Teacher Resource Kit*  
978-0-7314-0711-8 ©2007

*Jacaranda Primary Atlas 3E Wall Maps*  
978-0-7314-0748-4 ©2007

---

The Humanities Alive series provides comprehensive student and teacher resources for the new Victorian Essential Learning Standards

about the series

HUMANITIES ALIVE

The Humanities Alive 1 to 4 series of texts is written to cater for the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS). Humanities Alive 1 and 2 cover Level 5, and Humanities Alive 3 and 4, Level 6, together with additional Level 5 material on Civics and Citizenship. This revised edition of Humanities Alive 2 also includes Antarctica.

This visually stimulating series is designed to engage the Middle Years learner, with its strong appeal to multiple intelligences. Interesting content is crafted into double-page spreads to quickly engage students and to help them readily understand and absorb essential information and skills. This series is particularly suited to students who respond well to content presented in an accessible, often visual way so that they are not overwhelmed with large passages of text.

The texts comprehensively address the Discipline-based Learning domain of Humanities. Concurrently, standards relevant to the Interdisciplinary Learning and Physical, Personal and Social Learning strands are embedded in activities and extended through a range of worksheets and CD-based interactive tasks.

TEXTS FEATURES:

- full coverage of the Level 5 and 6 standards for the Humanities domain
- extensive cross-links to the various Physical, Personal and Social Learning and Interdisciplinary Learning standards
- special chapters in the first three texts of the series that focus on the Civics and Citizenship domain, and its particular focus on political and legal procedures and systems.
- activities catering for a wide range of abilities and intelligences, and signposted to reflect the non-discipline-based domains (e.g. Thinking, Communication, ICT etc.)
- Skillboosters scaffolding the application of pertinent reasoning, interpretation and geospatial skills
- Checklists to encourage students to reflect on their own learning
- Check and Challenge spreads at the end of every chapter, to test understanding and knowledge and to apply and extend learning
- a list of Key Terms at the end of every chapter, defining key terms bolded in a spread

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

EBOOKPLUS FEATURES:

- the entire text in PDF format
- links to interactive learning objects designed to develop recall and investigatory skills
- a Wizdom game

TEACHER SUPPORT KIT FEATURES:

- VELS curriculum grids covering entire Level (5 or 6), and relating to each chapter in the series
- transdiscipline links
- suggested teaching approaches and assessment tasks
- answers and suggested responses for all activities
- photocopiable worksheets

WEB SUPPORT FEATURES:

- additional downloadable worksheets
- weblinks related to the text activities and worksheets
- e-flash cards
- on-line tests
- range of teacher resources including VELS grids and downloadable assessment templates

The complete series for VELS Levels 5 and 6…

Humanities Alive brings VELS to life!
CHAPTER 5: New ideas and discoveries

Renaissance — Europe reborn
The seeds of change
Creative minds
New inventions
Leonardo da Vinci — man of the future
Reformation — rethinking religion
In search of the Indies
Spanish Sun [newspaper feature on Columbus]
Sailing around the world
Looking for El Dorado
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Advanced Geospatial skills

Showing height on maps
Contour lines
Common contour patterns
Cross-sections
Introducing topographic maps
Using topographic maps
River patterns
Using technology
GIS systems
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Living in the Asia-Pacific region

Diversity in Asia-Pacific
Population of Asia-Pacific
Indigenous people
Religion in the Asia-Pacific
Land use in Asia-Pacific
Mining in the Pacific
Fishing in the Pacific Islands
Contrasts in living conditions
Manila Times: Dump disaster
Assisting our world — the AusAID program
Helping East Timor
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Weather and hazards

Weather — what is it?
The Sun: Tennis sizzler
Hot and cold places
Rain, hail and snow
The water cycle
Signs in the sky
Read a weather map
Too much rain — floods
Thunderstorms
Wild winds
Bushfire: Australian hazard
Black Saturday
Drought in Australia
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 9: Volcanoes and earthquakes

Volcanoes and earthquakes
Broken plates
How volcanoes work
Volcanic landforms
Living with volcanoes
Mount Etna, Sicily

How earthquakes happen
Napier earthquake
Earthquake survival
Bangkok Today: Tsunami
Research and presentation
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 10: Rainforests

Jungle Beat: Jungle plane crash
The rainforest bioregion
The Amazon: Amazon
Why are rainforests so important?
Living in the jungle
Australia’s rainforests
Daintree River National Park, Queensland
Rainforests under attack
Highways of destruction
Rescuing the rainforests
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 11: Life beyond school

A profile of working: Keeping a zoo
Get smart, get skilled
Changing work patterns
Earning a salary
Managing your finances
Mobile phones: it’s time to take precautions
Credit cards
Investing in your future
Scams and swindlers
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 12: The Australian Economy

Introducing the Australian economy
Demand and supply
From the branch to the lunch bag
Australia’s resources
The big wide world
Canberra Chronicle: Turning Japanese
eCommerce
Getting the jump on your rivals
Hello Hello
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

GEOGRAPHY

CHAPTER 13: Antarctica*

The last wilderness
Antarctica — the facts
Ice, ice and more ice
Cold, dry and windy
Living in the jungle
The rainforest biome
Jungle Beat:
The Antarctic Star
Science on the ice
‘The Antarctic Star’
Construct an overlay map
Australia and the Antarctic
Australia’s Antarctic hero: Sir Douglas Mawson
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

*Antarctica has been included as the last chapter, so the pagination of the first 12 chapters is the same as in the original edition. The chapter on Antarctica is also available as a SOSE Alive Topic Book, Antarctica. See page 26.

Humanities Alive 2 Revised Edition and eBookPLUS 978-0-7314-0903-7 © 2006

Humanities Alive 2 Revised Edition and eBookPLUS 978-0-7314-0481-0 © 2006
CHAPTER 4: Becoming Australian
Not the ‘old country’
City living
The Bush Telegraph: Mother of wool
industry dies
Community snapshots
Men and women at work
Voice of the workers
The Australian Labor Party
Australian perspectives
Federation
Women have their say
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

GEOGRAPHY
CHAPTER 5: Coastal systems
Coastal landforms
How coasts are formed
Coastlines formed by erosion
Coastlines built by deposition
Surf’s up
Bangkok Today: Tsunami!
How do people use coasts?
Hampton Beach — a coastline in trouble
Coastal pollution
Coastal management in a residential area
Managing a coastal national park
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Water
Water in an arid land
Ground water: the inland’s lifeblood
The Turbulent Times: The Big Dry
Rivers
Rivers out of balance
Special water environments
The Murray–Darling Basin
Water and agriculture
The water we use
Managing water
Managing your water use
Global access to safe water
Water flashpoint!
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Tourism: the last resort
An excellent adventure
The Globetrotter: First trans–Atlantic airline
passengers fly out
Tourism’s top ten
Finding places
Into and out of Australia
Benefits of tourism
Go home!
Ningaloo — playground or sanctuary?
Eco-tourism: balancing act
Eco-tourists or eco-pests?
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Pollution
Keeping nature in balance
Air pollution in world cities
Air pollution: Latrobe Valley
No problem too big!
Acid rain
The Daily Disaster: Nuclear cloud over Europe
Water pollution
Preserving our wetlands
Don’t rubbish Australia!
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CIVICS AND CITIZENSHIP
CHAPTER 9: Our political and legal systems
Government in Australia
Our federal government
Party, party, party
It’s federal election time!
Counting federal votes
Making our laws
Changing our laws
Civil and criminal law
Caught and court
You’re under arrest
How do you plead?
Can we resolve this?
your rights and the law
The Constitution and our rights
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

ECONOMICS
CHAPTER 10: Australian economic issues
How the economy works
What is economics?
How you affect the economy
Economic growth and development
Consumer behaviour
Ethical considerations
The impact of drought on the economy
Managing the economy
Consumer Journal: The rise and rise of petrol prices
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 11: The world of work
Beyond the school gates
It’s off to work we go
The labour market
A changing workplace
Impact of ICT
Australian Worker: Where are the jobs?
A safe workplace
I know my rights!
Our interests at work
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 12: Business, money and you
Money in, money out
Going shopping!
Influencing our buying
Making a major purchase
Saving, not spending
Superannuation: saving for the future
Investing in shares
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive 3 and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0904-4 © 2006

Humanities Alive 3 eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0904-4 © 2006
HUMANITIES ALIVE 4

CONTENTS

HISTORY
CHAPTER 1: World War I
The Great War — an overview
The causes of World War I
The rise of nationalism
Australia goes to war
War plans
Trench warfare
The Trench Tribute: The horror continues
Gallipoli
Conscription
Karl Marx and communism
The Russian Revolution
The war ends
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 2: Between the wars
The peace settlement
The United States in the Roaring Twenties
The rise and rise of capitalism
The Great Depression
The Socialist Voice: A socialist blueprint
Communism spreads
Japan between the wars
The growth of fascism
Germany regathers
Stolen voices back home
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 3: World War II
Path to war — snapshots
Australia at war!
War in Europe
The Pacific war
Prisoners of war
Sir Edward ‘Weary’ Dunlop
Women’s changing roles
The home front
Wartime Observer: Victory!
A new era for Australia
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 4: Australia in a changing world
Post-war immigration boom
The Cold War
The Vietnam War
Flashpoint — More Aussie troops for Iraq
Multiculturalism
Australia and refugees
Human rights — East Timor
We are women!
Voices of protest
Indigenous push for rights
Land rights
Fighting for equity
Towards reconciliation
Technological revolution
Miraculous medicine
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 5: Urban development
Patterns in our urban world
Location of the world’s cities
The development of Melbourne
Melbourne’s Docklands
Living in Docklands
Development patterns
Melbourne in the year 2030
Melbourne’s rural–urban fringe
WestWyck — a suitable urban development
City rivers — the Yarra
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Helping the developing world
A fair world?
Nature — friend or foe?
The great divide
The United Nations
AusAID
Many hands, single hands
Focus on Aid: Tsunami aid grows
Boosting economics
Conservation
‘Haves’ and ‘have nots’ at home
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Threatened environments
How degraded is our land?
Why does land degrade?
Soil erosion
Too much salt!
Salinity of the Murray–Darling Basin
Rural Sun Times: Murrundi — a catchment out of control
Managing Saltbush Farm
The Three Gorges Dam
Managing school environments
Platypus conservation
A charter for our Earth?
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Climate change
Nature’s way — our climate
Hot and cold
Our globe is warming
Living in a greenhouse
Global warms
Consequences of global warming
Towards ‘2020’ — Clean, green, cheap!
Slowing global warming
Taking action
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

ECONOMICS
CHAPTER 9: New wave economy
What is globalisation?
Export markets
Imported products on trial
Foreign currency
Trade treaties and cooperation
Environmental sustainability of the fishing industry
Made in China
The Entertainer: TV turmoil
The rise and rise of TNCs
TNC case study — Nestlé
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 10: Finding the right career
School for life
What do you like?
Pathways in life
Sell yourself
Career.com
Applying for a job
Interview techniques
What is your body saying?
On the job
Rights and responsibilities
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 11: Managing a business
I have a business idea...
What is a business?
Establishing a business
Marketing a business
Setting up shop
Managing business finances
The cash budget
Food Moves: Bon appetit!
Managing conflict and stress
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive 4 and CD-ROM
978-0-7314-0434-6 © 2006

Humanities Alive Level 6 Teacher Support Kit
HARD COPY 978-0-7314-0445-2 © 2007
CD-ROM 978-0-7314-0446-9 © 2007

* See page 9 for Teacher Support Kit features
CHAPTER 3: Ancient Greece
Minoan monster
Western civilisation begins
Trojan horse — a myth?
Rule in Athens and Sparta
The Spartan Spartans
Daily life in Athens
Athens in the Golden Age
The legend of Odysseus
Scientists in the making
Greek Gazette: Alexander the Great dead at 33!
The Olympic Games
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 4: Ancient Rome
Gladiator the movie
Rome wasn’t built in a day
Ruling the Roman Republic
Life in the Roman army
Roman Forum: Scipio crushes Hannibal
Julius Caesar: trail blazer
Eruption destroys Pompeii
Daily life in ancient Rome
Gladiators: blood, sweat and cheers
Gods, myths and beliefs
Technology masters
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 5: Ancient China
Kung fu
China — an unknown land
The heavenly connection
Harmony and balance
The China Plate: Assassination attempt fails
The first emperor
The end of the Qin
The Han restore peace
Daily life under the Han
Palace life
Science and discovery
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: The Vikings
Thor — god of thunder and lightening
The Vikings — vicious vandals?
Greenland Gossip: A new world!
Going berserk
Crusty old salts
Community life
Burial practices and beliefs
What’s in a name?
Giants, gods and creation
End of the Viking era
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Medieval life
Robin Hood — man or legend?
The Middle Ages
To the manor born
Towns and trade
Feasts, fun and festivals
Faith and fear
Brutal justice
Joan of Arc — saint or ‘strange’?
Medieval Medicine: The Black Death
People power
Feudalism in Japan
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Fortresses and fighters
When knights were bold
Powerful fortresses
A medieval building site
A virtual castle tour
The lady of the castle
Attack and defend!
I dub thee Sir knight!
The legend of King Arthur
Tournament Tales: Another tragic death!
Holy wars
Japanese castles and samurai
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 9: New ideas and discoveries
The new world
Renaissance — Europe reborn
The seeds of change
Creative minds
New inventions
Leonardo da Vinci — man of the future
Reformation — rethinking religion
In search of the Indies
Spanish Sun: Columbus discovers new world
Sailing around the world
Aztecs — found and lost
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive History 1 and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0417-9 © 2006

Humanities Alive History 1 eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0906-8 © 2006

Humanities Alive History Level 5
Teacher Support Kit
HARD COPY 978-0-7314-0447-6 © 2006
CD-ROM 978-0-7314-0474-2 © 2006

* See page 9 for Teacher Support Kit features
HUMANITIES ALIVE HISTORY 2

CHAPTER 1: First Australians
Links with the land
The way they were
Contact!
Deadly encounters
Massacre!
Indigenous resistance
The story of Coranderrk
Hobart Daily: Truganini now at peace
The Torres Strait Islanders
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 2: The Europeans arrive
Finding the Great South Land
Why Botany Bay?
Captain Arthur Phillip
Settlement or invasion?
Convicts
Famous convicts
Female factories
Macquarie — the colony’s ‘second founder’
Melbourne — the place for a village
New immigrants
Colony Commerce: Thar she blows no longer!
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 3: Gold fever!
‘Gold in them thar hills!’
Cultural melting pots
Life on the goldfields
Bendigo Beat: Hotham orders a ‘fox hunt’!
Eureka!
Chinese diggers
Bushrangers
Ned Kelly in profile
After the rush was over
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 4: Becoming Australian
Not the ‘old country’
City living
The Bush Telegraph: Mother of wool industry dies
Community snapshots
Men and women at work
Voice of the workers

CHAPTER 5: World War I
The Great War — an overview
The causes of World War I
The rise of nationalism
Australia goes to war
War plans
Trench warfare
The Trench Tribute: The horror continues
Gallipoli
Conscription
Karl Marx and communism
The Russian Revolution
The war ends
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Between the wars
The peace settlement
The United States in the Roaring Twenties
The rise and rise of capitalism
The Great Depression
The Socialist Voice: A socialist blueprint
Communism spreads
Japan between the wars
The growth of fascism
Germany regathers
Stolen voices back home
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: World War II
Path to war — snapshots
Australia at war!
War in Europe
The Pacific war
Prisoners of war
Sir Edward ‘Weary’ Dunlop
Women’s changing roles
The home front
Wartime Observer: Victory!
A new era for Australia
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Australia in a changing world
Post-war immigration boom
The Cold War
The Vietnam War
Flashpoint — More Aussie troops for Iraq
Multiculturalism
Australia and refugees
Human rights — East Timor
We are women!
Voices of protest
Indigenous push for rights
Land rights
Fighting for equity
Towards reconciliation
Technological revolution
Miraculous medicine
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive History 2 and CD-ROM
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Humanities Alive History Level 6
Teacher Support Kit
HARD COPY 978-0-7314-0529-9 © 2007
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CHAPTER 4: Endangered species
Gorillas in the mist
Going, going, gone
Where are they?
Disappearing habitats
Giant pandas on the brink
Saving the mountain pygmy possum
Illegal wildlife trade
Managing elephants
Endangered in Australia
The Last Post: Cat murders bilby
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 5: Advanced geospatial skills
The language of maps
Showing height on maps
Contour lines
Common contour patterns
Cross-sections
Introducing topographic maps
Working with topographic maps
River patterns
Using technology
Geographic information systems
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Living in the Asia–Pacific region
Diversity in Asia–Pacific
Population of Asia–Pacific
Indigenous people
Religion in the Asia–Pacific
Land use in Asia–Pacific
Mining in the Pacific
Fishing in the Pacific Islands
Contrasts in living conditions
Manila Times: Dump disaster
Helping East Timor
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Weather and hazards
Weather — what is it?
The Sun: Tennis sizzler
Hot and cold places
The water cycle
Signs in the sky
Read a weather map
Too much rain — floods
 Thunderstorms
Wild winds
Bushfire: Australian hazard
Black Saturday
Drought in Australia
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Volcanoes and earthquakes
Broken plates
How volcanoes work
Volcanic landforms
Living with volcanoes
Eruption at Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
How earthquakes happen
Napier earthquake
Earthquake survival
Bangkok Today: Tsunami!
Research and presentation
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 9: Rainforests
Jungle Beat: Jungle plane crash
The rainforest biome
The amazin’ Amazon
Why are rainforests so important?
Living in the jungle
Australia’s rainforests
Daintree River National Park, Queensland
Rainforests under attack
Highways of destruction
Rescuing the rainforests
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 10: Antarctica
Antarctica — the facts
Ice, ice and more ice
Cold, dry and windy
Living in a freezer
The riches of Antarctica
Science on the ice
The Antarctic Star: Threats abound
Construct an overlay map
Australia and the Antarctic
Australia’s Antarctic hero: Sir Douglas Mawson
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms
CHAPTER 4: Pollution
Keeping nature in balance
Air pollution in world cities
Air pollution: Latrobe Valley
No problem too big!
Acid rain
The Daily Disaster: Nuclear cloud over Europe
Water pollution
Preserving our wetlands
Don’t rubbish Australia!
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 5: Urban development
Patterns in our urban world
Location of the world’s cities
The development of Melbourne
Melbourne’s Docklands
Living in Docklands
Development patterns
Melbourne in the year 2030
Melbourne’s rural–urban fringe
WestWyck — a suitable urban development
City rivers — the Yarra
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: Helping the developing world
A fair world?
Nature — friend or foe?
The great divide
The United Nations
AusAID
Many hands, single hands
Focus on Aid: Tsunami aid grows
Boosting economics
Conservation
‘Haves’ and ‘have nots’ at home
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Threatened environments
How degraded is our land?
Why does land degrade?
Soil erosion
Too much salt!
Salinity of the Murray–Darling Basin
Rural Sun Times: Murrundi — a catchment out of control
Managing Saltbush Farm
The Three Gorges Dam
Managing school environments
Platypus conservation
A charter for our Earth?
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Climate change
Nature’s way — our climate
Hot and cold
Our globe is warming
Living in a greenhouse
Global warmers
Consequences of global warming
Towards ‘2020’ — Clean, green, cheap!
Slowing global warming
Taking action
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive Geography 2
and CD-ROM
978-0-7314-0514-5 ©2006

Humanities Alive Geography Level 6
Teacher Support Kit
HARD COPY 978-0-7314-0526-8 ©2007
CD-ROM 978-0-7314-0531-2 ©2007
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HUMANITIES ALIVE
ECONOMICS &
CITIZENSHIP

CONTENTS

CHAPTER 1: Australia’s political system
Government in Australia
Our federal government
Party, party, party
It’s federal election time!
Counting federal votes
Making our laws
Changing our laws
The Constitution and our rights
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 2: Australia’s legal system
Obey the law
Today’s laws, yesterday’s ideas
It’s not fair!
Civil and criminal law
You’re under arrest
Caught and court
How do you plead?
Juvenile crime
Can we resolve this?
Your rights and the law
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 3: Australian economic issues
How the economy works
What is economics?
How you affect the economy
Economic growth and development
Consumer behaviour
Ethical considerations
The impact of drought on the economy
Managing the economy
Consumer Journal: The rise and rise of petrol prices
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 4: The world of work
Beyond the school gates
It’s off to work we go
The labour market
A changing workplace
Impact of ICT
ICT and the printing industry
Australian Worker: Where are the jobs?
A safe workplace
I know my rights!
Our interests at work
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 5: Business, money and you
Money in, money out
Going shopping!
Influencing our buying
Making a major purchase
Saving, not spending
Superannuation: saving for the future
Investing in shares
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 6: New wave economy
What is globalisation?
Export markets
Imported products on trial
Foreign currency
Trade treaties and cooperation
Environmental sustainability of the fishing industry
Made in China
The Entertainer: TV turmoil
The rise and rise of TNCs
TNC case study — Nestlé
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 7: Finding the right career
School for life
What do you like?
Pathways in life
Sell yourself
Career.com
Applying for a job
Interview techniques
What is your body saying?
On the job
Rights and responsibilities
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

CHAPTER 8: Managing a business
I have a business idea...
What is a business?
Establishing a business
Marketing a business
Setting up shop
Managing business finances
The cash budget
Food Moves: Bon appétit!
Managing conflict and stress
Check and challenge
Summary of key terms

Humanities Alive
Economics & Citizenship
Teacher Support Kit*

Humanities Alive Economics & Citizenship
Teacher Support Kit
HARD COPY 978-0-7314-0528-2 © 2007
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* See page 9 for Teacher Support Kit features
The Jacaranda Essential Humanities series provides comprehensive student and teacher resources for the Victorian Essential Learning Standards.

**about the series**

**JACARANDA ESSENTIALS HUMANITIES SERIES**

The Jacaranda Essentials Humanities series provides a thorough and in-depth coverage of the domains of History, Geography, Economics and Civics and Citizenship as required by the Victorian Essential Learning Standards (VELS). Taking a clearly structured approach, this series is designed for teachers and students who will benefit from a strong focus on detailed content and skill development. Activities that target the acquisition of a thorough understanding of content and domain-based skills prepare students for further study in the Humanities discipline.

**FEATURES OF THE TEXTS:**
- Four books offer comprehensive coverage of the Learning Focus and Standards for Humanities Level 5 and 6 across the Humanities domains.
- Separate books compiled for History, Geography, Economics and Civics and Citizenship allow for specialised teaching of these domains.
- Links to the domains of Communication, Thinking, ICT, and Design, Creativity and Technology through structured activities with chapters.
- Integration of Personal Learning and Interpersonal Development, for example working in teams.
- Glossary terms highlighted and defined at the start of each chapter.
- Skills integrated throughout plus additional SkillsEssentials sections, many with links to additional interactivities and public affairs.
- Weblinks that connect to on-line sites to facilitate Internet research and investigations.
- Check and challenge sections at the end of most chapters, suitable for revision, extension and further research.

**ADDITIONAL RESOURCES:**

**CD-ROM FEATURES:**
- The full text in PDF format for electronic use in class or at home.
- Additional interactive material introducing and supporting concept and skill development.
- Activities in the textbook available electronically for students to complete on-screen and print out.

**WORKSHEETS 1–4 FEATURES:**
- Available as separate photocopiable resources.
- Includes ideas for classroom work or homework, for independent learning or group participation.
- Supplements the textbook and CD-ROM contents and activities.

**WEB SUPPORT FEATURES:**
- An extensive set of up-to-the-minute weblinks.

Jacaranda Essentials Humanities for VELS …

**the essentials for Levels 5 and 6 in Victoria**
Jacaranda Essentials Economics & Civics: Levels 5 & 6 (Years 7–10)

*Jacaranda Essentials Economics & Civics* is a contemporary, engaging and accessible text and CD-ROM resource prepared specifically to support the Victorian Essential Learning Standards. *Economics and Civics* provides full coverage of Levels 5 and 6 standards for the domains of Economics, and Civics and Citizenship.

The strong focus in all chapters is to engage and enthuse students with high-interest and relevant presentation and content.

Links are made, particularly through activities, to the domains of Communication, Thinking, ICT, and Design, Creativity and Technology. Aspects of Personal Learning and Interpersonal Development are also integrated, including teamwork, in-depth learning and strategies to encourage participation in community activities.

**FEATURES:**
- Information-rich text
- Colourful, stimulating double-page spreads
- Clearly explained concepts
- Glossary terms highlighted and defined in the chapter specific glossary
- Skills integrated throughout plus *SkillsEssentials* sections
- Structured activities for different learning styles and abilities
- Weblinks that connect to on-line sites to facilitate investigations
- *Econofile* and *Civicsfile* provide interesting and topical snippets of supplementary information to engage students
- ICT Made Easy icons signpost opportunities to link to clear and friendly instructions at www.jaconline.com.au/ict-me

**ECONOMICS & CIVICS CD-ROM:**
- Is included with the textbook
- Contains the textbook in PDF format
- Provides interactive concept and skill development
- Allows completion of textbook activities on-screen.

**ECONOMICS & CIVICS WORKSHEETS:**
- Are photocopiable
- Offer a wide variety of activities
- Supplement the text’s activities.

**ECONOMICS & CIVICS COMPANION WEBSITE:**
- Lists active weblinks
- Offers on-line testing
- Provides links between chapter content and the VELS Curriculum Framework.

**JACARANDA ESSENTIALS ECONOMICS & CIVICS AND CD-ROM CONTENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Investigating economics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Economics in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Participating in politics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Politics in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Understanding the law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Law in action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Economics in the market</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The Australian economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Politics for everyday living</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Personal finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. The world of work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Running a small business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. Consumer protection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Jacaranda Essentials Economics & Civics and CD-ROM*

*978-0-7314-0490-2 © 2006*

*Jacaranda Essentials Economics & Civics and CD-ROM*

*978-0-7314-0584-8 © 2007*
CHAPTER 5: Ancient China
The origins of ancient Chinese civilisation
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Values and beliefs — Confucius, Lao Zi and Buddha
Expressions of culture
Death of a key individual: Qin Shihuangdi
Trade and culture contact
A key event: the downfall of the Han
Ancient China’s legacy for contemporary societies
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 6: Geospatial Skills
What is a spatial perspective?
From a bird’s-eye view
Maps — a geographer’s main tool
Which symbols can be used on a map?
Which way? Direction and orientation
How do I use a grid reference?
How do I draw to scale?
How do I measure distance on a map?
Which maps do I use?
Drawing graphs
Using photographs and line drawings

CHAPTER 7: People and places of the Asia–Pacific
Where is the Asia–Pacific?
Natural characteristics of the Asia–Pacific
Natural disaster in Asia — tsunami!
Climate in the Asia–Pacific
Human characteristics of the Asia–Pacific
Indigenous people of the Asia–Pacific
Cultural diversity of the Asia–Pacific
Are there inequalities in the Asia–Pacific?
Australia’s links in the Asia–Pacific
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 8: Australia — land of contrasts
What landforms make up Australia?
Distribution of Australia’s landforms
Contrasts in Australia’s climate
Hot and dry — Australia’s deserts
Desert landforms
Contrasts in ecosystems
Cooler Pedy, a desert town
Contrasts in Australia’s population over time
People on the move
Coastal drifting
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 9: Indonesia and Papua New Guinea — our closest neighbours
Where are Indonesia and PNG located?
Natural characteristics of Indonesia
Natural characteristics of PNG
Human characteristics of Indonesia and PNG
Rice is life in Indonesia
Cultural diversity in Indonesia and PNG
Are environments in Indonesia under threat?
Are environments in PNG under threat?
Australia’s links to Indonesia and PNG
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 10: Endangered habitats
What is a habitat?
What happens when habitats change?
How have coral reef habitats changed?
How have wetland and floodplain habitats changed?
What can be done to protect habitats?
Saving the habitat of the mountain pygmy possum
Precious pandas
Disappearing tigers
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 11: Participating in politics
“Government of the people, by the people, for the people…”
The beginnings of parliament
Power in their hands
Structure of government
Two houses of parliament
Political parties
Citizenship: rights and responsibilities
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 12: Understanding the law
Reasons for laws
The legal system
Origins of Australia’s laws
How laws are made
Areas of law
Issues of fairness in using the law
Juvenile crime
Check and challenge

JACARANDA ESSENTIALS
HUMANITIES 1 AND CD-ROM

CONTENTS
CHAPTER 1: Investigating history
History and the historian
People, motives and consequences
Time and the past
Detective work — using sources
Digging up the past
Deciding how old something is
Why is conserving our heritage important?
Our world heritage — treasures and sites
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 2: Ancient Egypt
The origins of ancient Egyptian civilisation
Social and political structures in ancient Egypt
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
Two key individuals: Hatshepsut and Rameses II
A key event: Building the Great Pyramids
Trade and culture contact
Ancient Egypt’s legacy for contemporary societies
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 3: Ancient Athens
The origins of Ancient Athens
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
A key individual: Pericles
Key events: wars with Persia
Key events: building a temple to Athena
Trade and culture contact
Legacy of Ancient Athens for contemporary societies
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 4: Ancient Rome
The origins of ancient Rome
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
Two key individuals: Pompey and Caesar
Key events: republic to empire
Trade and culture contact
Ancient Rome’s legacy for contemporary societies
Check and challenge

JACARANDA ESSENTIALS
HUMANITIES 1 WORKSHEETS
978-0-7314-0921-3 © 2007

* See page 19 for features of Worksheets
CHAPTER 5: Exploring the new world
Exploring unknown lands
Portugal leads the way
Glory, God and gold: the Spanish and the New World
The English and the French in the New World

CHAPTER 6: Advanced geospatial skills
What is a geospatial perspective?
How do latitude and longitude help find locations?
What effect does longitude have on time zones?
Advanced mapping: topographic maps
How do I draw a contour cross-section?
Putting it all together: using a topographic map
Using aerial photographs
Interpreting satellite images
Drawing an overlay map
Geographic information systems
Questionnaires

CHAPTER 7: Where specifically in the Pacific
Which countries are located in the Pacific?
What are the natural features of the Pacific?
What climate is experienced in the Pacific?
Who are the people of the Pacific?
Comparing populations in the Pacific
Economic activities in the Pacific
Tourism in the Pacific
Case study: Fiji

CHAPTER 8: Antarctica
The Antarctic continent
A land of ice
Antarctic pack-ice
Cold, dry and windy
Living in a freezer
Exploring Antartica
Environmental issues
Antarctic resources
Antarctic patterns: overlay maps

CHAPTER 9: Restless Earth
Drifting continents
Where are the world’s active zones?
Mountains of fire: volcanoes
Eruption at Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
Mount Etna, Sicily
When the earth shakes: earthquakes
The San Andreas Fault
Research and presentation: earthquakes in Australia
Plate movement: how will the world look in the future?

CHAPTER 10: Weather and natural hazards
What are natural hazards?
What is weather?
Weather maps: what are the patterns?
Weather watch: clouds and other clues
Floods: too much water
Thunderstorms
Tropical cyclones
Up in smoke: bushfires
Canberra fires in 2003
Drought: not enough water

A key individual: Martin Luther and the Reformation
Legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 11: Forests: an environmental issue
What is a forest?
What is a rainforest?
Why are rainforests so important?
How are forests used?
How have forests changed over time?
How have Australia’s forests changed over time?
How can Australia’s forests be managed sustainably?
How can other forests be managed sustainably?

CHAPTER 12: Economics in action
Earning an income
Spending an income
Changing work patterns
Markets
Being an entrepreneur
Going into business
Forms of business ownership

CHAPTER 13: Politics in action
Democratic rights
Qualities of leadership
Political action
Active community participation
Goals and action plans
Methods of achieving change
Achieving community outcomes

CHAPTER 14: Law in action
Contact with the law
Contact with the criminal law
Contact with the civil law
You’re under arrest
The court’s in session
Juries
Punishment for a crime
Accessing the law

Jacaranda Essentials Humanities 2 and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0522-0 © 2007

Jacaranda Essentials Humanities 2
978-0-7314-0450-6 © 2006

Jacaranda Essentials Humanities 2
978-0-7314-0908-2 © 2006

JACARANDA ESSENTIALS HUMANITIES 2 AND CD-ROM

CONTENTS
CHAPTER 1: Life in medieval Europe
Into the world of medieval Europe
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Learning and culture
Two key individuals: Eleanor of Aquitaine and Henry II
Key events: health, hygiene and the Black Death
Trade and culture contact

CHAPTER 2: Law, order, castles and knights
Law, order and crime control
Making the punishment fit the crime
Castles for protection and control
Defending the castle under siege
The knight in shining armour
Living in castles
Food and feasting
Medieval Europe’s legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 3: Classical and feudal Japan
The origins of classical and feudal Japan
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
A key individual: Murasaki Shikibu
Key events: The invasions of Kublai Khan
Trade and culture contact
Japan’s legacy for contemporary society

CHAPTER 4: Renaissance and reformation
The origins of the Renaissance
Florence: a Renaissance city
Revolutions in art and architecture
A key individual: Leonardo Da Vinci
Humanist ideas and the ‘new’ learning
Improving medical knowledge
A key individual: Copernicus — explorer of the heavens
Key events: the Catholic Church under attack

CHAPTER 8: Antarctica
The Antarctic continent
A land of ice
Antarctic pack-ice
Cold, dry and windy
Living in a freezer
Exploring Antarctica
Environmental issues
Antarctic resources
Antarctic patterns: overlay maps

CHAPTER 9: Restless Earth
Drifting continents
Where are the world’s active zones?
Mountains of fire: volcanoes
Eruption at Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
Mount Etna, Sicily
When the earth shakes: earthquakes
The San Andreas Fault
Research and presentation: earthquakes in Australia
Plate movement: how will the world look in the future?

CHAPTER 10: Weather and natural hazards
What are natural hazards?
What is weather?
Weather maps: what are the patterns?
Weather watch: clouds and other clues
Floods: too much water
Thunderstorms
Tropical cyclones
Up in smoke: bushfires
Canberra fires in 2003
Drought: not enough water

A key individual: Martin Luther and the Reformation
Legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 11: Forests: an environmental issue
What is a forest?
What is a rainforest?
Why are rainforests so important?
How are forests used?
How have forests changed over time?
How have Australia’s forests changed over time?
How can Australia’s forests be managed sustainably?
How can other forests be managed sustainably?

CHAPTER 12: Economics in action
Earning an income
Spending an income
Changing work patterns
Markets
Being an entrepreneur
Going into business
Forms of business ownership

CHAPTER 13: Politics in action
Democratic rights
Qualities of leadership
Political action
Active community participation
Goals and action plans
Methods of achieving change
Achieving community outcomes

CHAPTER 14: Law in action
Contact with the law
Contact with the criminal law
Contact with the civil law
You’re under arrest
The court’s in session
Juries
Punishment for a crime
Accessing the law
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Key events: the Catholic Church under attack

CHAPTER 5: Exploring the new world
Exploring unknown lands
Portugal leads the way
Glory, God and gold: the Spanish and the New World
The English and the French in the New World

CHAPTER 6: Advanced geospatial skills
What is a geospatial perspective?
How do latitude and longitude help find locations?
What effect does longitude have on time zones?
Advanced mapping: topographic maps
How do I draw a contour cross-section?
Putting it all together: using a topographic map
Using aerial photographs
Interpreting satellite images
Drawing an overlay map
Geographic information systems
Questionnaires

CHAPTER 7: Where specifically in the Pacific
Which countries are located in the Pacific?
What are the natural features of the Pacific?
What climate is experienced in the Pacific?
Who are the people of the Pacific?
Comparing populations in the Pacific
Economic activities in the Pacific
Tourism in the Pacific
Case study: Fiji
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What are natural hazards?
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Weather maps: what are the patterns?
Weather watch: clouds and other clues
Floods: too much water
Thunderstorms
Tropical cyclones
Up in smoke: bushfires
Canberra fires in 2003
Drought: not enough water

A key individual: Martin Luther and the Reformation
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* See page 19 for features of Worksheets

CHAPTER 4: Changing culture and technology
Australian identity after World War II
Living in a post-war world
Miracles in medicine
Developing a nation of good sports
Making movies and shaping an Australian identity
The environment takes centre stage
Revolutions in technology

CHAPTER 5: Australia as a global citizen
Australia and the UN
A significant individual: ‘Doc’ Evatt
Australia’s post-war regional agreements
Keeping the peace: East Timor
September 11: a turning point
Australia and the war on terror

CHAPTER 6: Global warming and climate change
Understanding global warming and climate change
Are there patterns related to climate change?
Global warming in cold environments
Warm oceans and rising sea levels
How will climate change affect the weather?
What will be the impact of climate change on Australia?
Case study: global warming and Australia’s alpine region
What actions can stabilise climate?
Different viewpoints

CHAPTER 7: Land degradation
What is land degradation?
Causes of land degradation
Soil erosion
Land degradation in Australia
Soil salinity
Introduced species
Managing land degradation in Australia
Global issue: desertification
Roads of destruction in the Amazon Rainforest
Ecotourism and sustainable management
Fieldwork: managing school environments

CHAPTER 8: Global population, poverty and the environment
Where do the world’s people live?
Population contrasts in developing and developed countries
Where are the world’s rich and poor?
Poverty and education
HIV/AIDS: the African tragedy
Overcoming poverty

CHAPTER 9: People on the move
People moving over space and time
Global tourism movements
Regional tourism patterns
Australian tourism
Australia’s domestic tourism
Refugees
Case study: Africa
Refugees in Australia

CHAPTER 10: The geography of globalisation
What is globalisation?
The shrinking world
Globalisation and trade
Globalisation and developing countries
Globalisation and TNCs
Globalisation and culture
Globalisation and positive change

CHAPTER 11: The Australian economy
A model of the economy
Managing the economy
The business cycle
Inflation
Unemployment
Rising and falling interest rates
Global markets
Exchange rates
Globalisation
Creating an ecologically sustainable economy

CHAPTER 12: The world of work
Pathways in life
Sell yourself
Applying for a job
Interview techniques
Get smart, get skilled
Types of employment
Employment contract
The law and work
The changing workplace

CHAPTER 13: Running a small business
A small business owner
Selecting business opportunities
The business plan
Establishing a business
Buying an existing business
Starting from scratch
Buying a franchise
Counting the costs
Maintaining records
CHAPTER 1: Investigating history
History and the historian
People, motives and consequences
Time and the past
Detective work — using sources
Digging up the past
Deciding how old something is
Why is conserving our heritage important?
Our world heritage — treasures and sites

CHAPTER 2: Ancient Egypt
The origins of ancient Egyptian civilisation
Social and political structures in ancient Egypt
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
Two key individuals: Hatshepsut and Ramses II
A key event: building the Great Pyramids
Trade and culture contact
Ancient Egypt’s legacy for contemporary society

CHAPTER 3: Ancient Athens
The origins of Ancient Athens
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
A key individual: Pericles
Key events: wars with Persia
Key events: building a temple to Athena
Trade and culture contact
Legacy of Ancient Athens for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 4: Ancient Rome
The origins of Ancient Rome
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
Two key individuals: Pompey and Caesar
Key events: republic to empire
Trade and culture contact
Ancient Rome’s legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 5: Ancient China
The origins of Ancient Chinese civilisation
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Values and beliefs — Confucius, Lao Zì and Buddha
Expressions of culture
Death of a key individual: Qin Shihuangdi
Trade and culture contact
A key event: the downfall of the Han
Ancient China’s legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 6: Life in medieval Europe
Into the world of medieval Europe
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Learning and culture
Two key individuals: Eleanor of Aquitaine and Henry II
Key events: health, hygiene and the Black Death
Trade and culture contact

CHAPTER 7: Law, order, castles and knights
Law, order and crime control
Making the punishment fit the crime
Castles for protection and control
Defending the castle under siege
The knight in shining armour
Living in castles
Food and feasting
Medieval Europe’s legacy for contemporary society

CHAPTER 8: Classical and feudal Japan
The origins of classical and feudal Japan
Social and political structures
The world of work
Home and family
Rituals, values and beliefs
Expressions of culture
A key individual: Murasaki Shikibu
Key events: The invasions of Kublai Khan
Trade and culture contact
Japan’s legacy for contemporary society

CHAPTER 9: Renaissance and reformation
The origins of the Renaissance
Florence: a Renaissance city
Revolutions in art and architecture
A key individual: Leonardo Da Vinci
Humanist ideas and the ‘new’ learning
Improving medical knowledge
A key individual: Copernicus — explorer of the heavens
Key events: the Catholic Church under attack
A key individual: Martin Luther and the Reformation
Legacy for contemporary societies

CHAPTER 10: Exploring the New World
Exploring unknown lands
Portugal leads the way
Glory, God and gold: the Spanish and the New World
The English and the French in the New World

* See page 19 for features of Worksheets
CHAPTER 4: Australian and World War I
The guns of August 1914
To the last man and the last shilling
Stalemate in the trenches
Gallipoli: the ‘Baptism of fire’
Gallipoli and the birth of the Anzac legend
Gallipoli: film as a source of history
 Australians at the Somme and in Flanders’ fields
Women’s war work
The conscription issue divides Australia
Lest we forget: Australia’s role in World War I

CHAPTER 5: Between the wars
Men, money and markets
The modern woman
Pioneers of the skies
Creating Canberra
Clouds on the horizon
Black Thursday 1929
On the ‘sussos’
 Indigenous voices in the 1930s
Phar Lap: the Red Terror
A significant individual: Donald Bradman

CHAPTER 6: World War II and Australia
Hitler and the rise of Nazism
Origins of World War II
War in Europe, North Africa and the Pacific
On the home front
 Australian prisoners of war
A significant individual: Sir Edward ‘Weary’ Dunlop
 Women and World War I
The allied leaders: Churchill, Roosevelt and Stalin
Australia and the US — a new allegiance
Victory in Europe and in the Pacific

CHAPTER 7: Communism, capitalism and the cold war
A significant individual: Vladimir Lenin
Revolutions, rivalries and the origins of the Cold War
A significant individual: Mao Zedong
 Policies, pacts and Cold War conflicts
 Anti-communism in Australia
 Australia and Vietnam: ‘All the way with LBJ’
Anti-war protests and the moratorium movement
Immigration, refugees and multiculturalism
Gorbachev and the collapse of Soviet power

CHAPTER 8: Changing rights and freedoms
A significant individual: Charles Perkins
Integration and the 1967 Referendum
The Tent Embassy and land rights in the ‘Lucky Country’
 Land rights, policies and the law c.1972–2000
Mabo, Wik and native title issues
Stolen children, stolen identities
‘Some day women will have jobs just like men …’
 ‘I am woman, hear me roar’: women’s libbers re-emerge
A significant individual: Germaine Greer
Equality, opportunity, sticky floors and glass ceilings

CHAPTER 9: Changing culture and technology
Australian identity after World War II
Living in a post-war world
Miracles in medicine
Developing a nation of good sports
Making movies and shaping an Australian identity
The environment takes centre stage
Revolutions in technology

CHAPTER 10: Australia as a global citizen
Australia and the UN
A significant individual: ‘Doc’ Evatt
Australia’s post-war regional agreements
Keeping the peace: East Timor
September 11: a turning point
Australia and the war on terror
CHAPTER 4: Indonesia and Papua New Guinea — our nearest neighbours
Where are Indonesia and PNG located?
Natural characteristics of Indonesia
Human characteristics of Indonesia and PNG
Rice is life in Indonesia
Cultural diversity in Indonesia and PNG
Are environments in PNG under threat?
Australia’s links to Indonesia and PNG

CHAPTER 5: Endangered habitats
What is a habitat?
What happens when habitats change?
How have coral reef habitats changed?
How have wetland and flood plain habitats changed?
What can be done to protect habitats?
Saving the habitat of the mountain pygmy possum
Precious pandas
Disappearing tigers

CHAPTER 6: Advanced geospatial skills
What is a geospatial perspective?
How do latitude and longitude help find locations?
What effect does longitude have on time zones?
Advanced mapping: topographic maps
How do I draw a contour cross-section?
Putting it all together: using a topographic map
Using aerial photographs
Interpreting satellite images
Drawing an overlay map
Geographic information systems
Questionnaires

CHAPTER 7: Where specifically in the Pacific?
Which countries are located in the Pacific?
What are the natural features of the Pacific?
What climate is experienced in the Pacific?
Hawaii’s natural environment
Who are the people of the Pacific?
Comparing populations in the Pacific
Economic activities in the Pacific
Tourism in the Pacific
Case study: Fiji

CHAPTER 8: Antartica
The Antarctic continent
A land of ice
Antarctic pack-ice
Cold, dry and windy
Living in a freezer
Exploring Antarctica
Environmental issues
Antarctic resources
Antarctic patterns: overlay maps

CHAPTER 9: Restless Earth
Drifting continents
Where are the world’s active zones?
Mountains of fire: volcanoes
Eruption at Rabaul, Papua New Guinea
Mount Etna, Sicily
When the earth shakes: earthquakes
The San Andreas Fault
Research and presentation: earthquakes in Australia
Plate movement: how will the world look in the future?

CHAPTER 10: Weather and natural hazards
What are natural hazards?
What is weather?
Weather maps: what are the patterns?
Weather watch: clouds and other clues
Floods: too much water
Thunderstorms
Tropical cyclones
Up in smoke: bushfires
Canberra firestorm 2003
Drought: not enough water

CHAPTER 11: Forests — an environmental issue
What is a forest?
What is a rainforest?
Why are rainforests so important?
How are forests used?
How have forests changed over time?
How have Australia’s forests changed over time?
How can Australia’s forests be managed sustainably?
How can other forests be managed sustainably?
CHAPTER 4: Coastal management
Interaction in the coastal zone
How are coasts formed?
Which coastal features are formed by erosion?
Which coastal features are formed by deposition?
The action of waves
Hampton Beach: a changing coastline
Coastal management
Fieldwork: investigating a coastal environment
The Tasman Peninsula: topographic map
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 5: Settlements: from village to megacity
Defining settlements
How have settlements changed over time?
Urban growth in Melbourne
Development patterns in Melbourne
City problems
Case study: São Paulo
Sustainable cities
Fieldwork: investigating an urban settlement
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 6: Global warming and climate change
Understanding global warming and climate change
Are there patterns related to climate change?
Global warming in cold environments
Warm oceans and rising sea levels
How will climate change affect the weather?
What will be the impact of climate change on Australia?
Case study: global warming and Australia’s alpine region
What actions can stabilise climate?
Different viewpoints
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 7: Land degradation
What is land degradation?
Causes of land degradation
Soil erosion
Land degradation in Australia
Soil salinity
Introduced species
Managing land degradation in Australia
Global issue: desertification
Roads of destruction in the Amazon Rainforest
Ecotourism and sustainable management
Fieldwork: managing school environments
Check and challenge

CHAPTER 8: Global population, poverty and the environment
Where do the world’s people live?
Population contrasts in developing and developed countries
Where are the world’s rich and poor?
Poverty and hunger
Poverty and health
HIV/AIDS: the African tragedy
Poverty and education
Population growth and ecological sustainability
Overcoming poverty
Check and challenge
SOSE: Levels 5 & 6 (Years 7–10)

SOSE ALIVE

SOSE Alive is an outcomes-based series targeted at junior secondary students. This Middle Years learning package includes high-interest Geography, History and Commerce material to engage and challenge young adolescents. There are launching pads for SOSE students to build from their own knowledge to new areas of understanding. A bonus interactive wizdom CD-ROM comes with every copy of SOSE Alive 1 and 2!

SOSE Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences are photocopiable worksheets targeted at Middle Years students of SOSE. Content is designed to boost independent learning by fascinating and challenging students of all abilities and learning styles.

All multiple intelligences are covered: verbal/linguistic, visual/spatial, logical/mathematical, bodily/kinaesthetic, musical/rhythmic, intrapersonal, interpersonal, naturalist.

SOSE ALIVE WORKSHEETS

SOSE ALIVE 1 AND CD-ROM

SOSE Alive 1 and CD-ROM
978-0-7016-3668-5 © 2002

SOSE Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences 1
978-0-7016-3735-4 © 2003

SOSE ALIVE 2 AND CD-ROM

SOSE Alive 2 and CD-ROM
978-0-7016-3669-2 © 2003

SOSE Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences 2
978-0-7016-3780-4 © 2003

SOSE ALIVE 3

SOSE Alive 3
978-0-7314-0058-4 © 2004

SOSE Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences 3
978-0-7314-0087-4 © 2004

SOSE ALIVE 4

SOSE Alive 4
978-0-7314-0252-6 © 2005

SOSE Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences 4
978-0-7314-0286-4 © 2005

SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS

**SOSE Alive Topic Books**: provide a fascinating insight into the geography and history of specific regions.

**Features:**
- content and format designed to engage and challenge Middle Years students
- activities include tasks to address Multiple Intelligences
- detailed artwork with captions to foster exploration and understanding
- outcomes-based.

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: CHINA**

SOSE Alive Topic Books: China
978-0-7314-0457-5 © 2006

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: INDONESIA**

SOSE Alive Topic Books: Indonesia
978-0-7314-0246-5 © 2005

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: VIETNAM**

SOSE Alive Topic Books: Vietnam
978-0-7314-0458-2 © 2006

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: INTRODUCING ASIA**

SOSE Alive Topic Books: Introducing Asia
978-0-7314-0245-8 © 2005

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: INDIA**

**CONTENTS**
- Snapshot of India today
- Geography and climate
- Religion
- The people of India
- Environmental issues and endangered animals
- History to AD 1600
- History from 1600 to independence
- International Enquirer: Hair extensions
- Bollywood
- Recent history, issues and future challenges
- Check and Challenge
- Summary of Key Terms

SOSE Alive Topic Books: India
978-0-7314-0598-5 © 2007

**SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: ANTARCTICA**

SOSE Alive Topic Books: Antarctica
978-0-7314-0464-3 © 2006

Topic Books (Years 7–10)

SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: OUR STATE OUR PLANET (WA)
SOSE Alive Topic Books: Our State Our Planet (WA)
978-0-7314-0091-1 © 2004

SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: WESTERN AUSTRALIA
SOSE Alive Topic Books: Western Australia
978-0-7314-0089-8 © 2004

SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: INDIGENOUS PEOPLES OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA
SOSE Alive Topic Books: Indigenous Peoples of Western Australia
978-0-7314-0090-4 © 2004

SOSE ALIVE TOPIC BOOKS: QUEENSLAND
SOSE Alive Topic Books: Queensland
978-0-7314-0092-8 © 2004

SOSE: (Years 8–10)

SOSE FOR QUEENSLAND SERIES
Written by Queensland authors to meet the requirements of the Queensland SOSE syllabus.

FEATURES:
- is designed to meet the requirements of the Queensland SOSE syllabus
- uses popular areas of study to show how the syllabus can be implemented
- covers Core Learning Outcomes
- covers the Core Content of the syllabus topics and key concepts of strands
- organises activities according to the syllabus processes of: Investigate, Create, Participate, Communicate and Reflect
- full-colour presentation in student and teacher-friendly double-page spread format.

SOSE FOR QUEENSLAND 1
SOSE for Queensland 1
978-0-7016-3460-5 © 2000

SOSE FOR QUEENSLAND 2
SOSE for Queensland 2
978-0-7016-3491-9 © 2001

SOSE FOR QUEENSLAND 3
SOSE for Queensland 3
978-0-7016-3492-6 © 2002

SOSE CIVICS FOR QUEENSLAND
SOSE Civics for Queensland
978-0-7016-3461-2 © 2000
Society and Environment: (Years 8–10)

SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT FOR WESTERN AUSTRALIA SERIES

Society and Environment for Western Australia has been designed to fascinate, confront and stimulate the young adolescent. Stunning full-colour illustrations and photographs are complemented by high-interest written material that is both accessible and instructive. The double-page format allows students to absorb and process information in a structured way, while providing teachers with a flexible teaching resource. This text is especially suited to schools following a Middle Years approach, and will assist in meeting outcomes in the Curriculum Framework Society and Environment Learning Area strands.

Society and Environment for Western Australia has been designed to fascinate, confront and stimulate the young adolescent. Stunning full-colour illustrations and photographs are complemented by high-interest written material that is both accessible and instructive. The double-page format allows students to absorb and process information in a structured way, while providing teachers with a flexible teaching resource. This text is especially suited to schools following a Middle Years approach, and will assist in meeting outcomes in the Curriculum Framework Society and Environment Learning Area strands.

Society and Environment Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences for Western Australia provides photocopiable master worksheets developed to enhance the teaching of Society and Environment for Middle Years students. The worksheets put the fun back into learning for students of all abilities and interests by allowing them to participate in real-life learning that engages and stimulates the whole brain. Each worksheet focuses on a particular intelligence, although some may cover more than one. The intelligences covered are:

- verbal/linguistic
- logical/mathematical
- visual/spatial
- intrapersonal
- interpersonal
- bodily/kinaesthetic
- musical/rhythmic
- naturalist.

Society and Environment for Western Australia 1
978-0-7016-3670-8 © 2004

Society and Environment for Western Australia 2
978-0-7314-0154-3 © 2005

Society and Environment for Western Australia 3
978-0-7314-0153-6 © 2005

Society and Environment Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences for Western Australia 1
978-0-7314-0101-7 © 2004

Society and Environment Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences for Western Australia 2
978-0-7314-0189-5 © 2005

Society and Environment Worksheets for Multiple Intelligences for Western Australia 3
978-0-7314-0190-1 © 2005
GEOACTIVE AND RETROACTIVE

The popular Retroactive and Geoactive series has been fully revised, updated and expanded to meet all the requirements of the History and Geography Years 7–10 Syllabus in New South Wales.

FEATURES:
- a CD-ROM eBook accompanies each textbook. It contains the entire textbook and offers interactive features such as virtual site studies to aid and extend learning.
- worksheets are available as a separate photocopiable resource. These offer a variety of creative, literacy, ICT and research tasks to extend students’ skills and their enjoyment of history.
- the Website features an extensive set of weblinks that encourage students to explore the fascinating world of history online. The site also offers electronic work programs and student testing.

GEOACTIVE 2 2E
CONTENTS
Investigating Australia’s physical environments
1 The Australian continent
2 Physical characteristics that make Australia unique
3 Natural hazards in Australia
Changing Australian Communities
4 Australia’s population
5 Australian Communities
6 Changing Australian communities
Issues in Australian environments
7 Geographical issues
8 Land and water management
9 Coastal management
Australia in its regional and global contexts
10 Australia’s regional and global contexts
11 Australia’s regional and global links
12 Future challenges – Population
13 Future challenges – Human rights and reconciliation

GEOACTIVE 1: STAGE 4 GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY AND CD-ROM 2E
Geoactive 1: Stage 4 Global Geography and CD-ROM 2E
978-0-7314-0126-0 © 2004

GEOACTIVE 2: STAGE 5 AUSTRALIAN GEOGRAPHY AND CD-ROM 2E
Geoactive 2: Stage 5 Australian Geography and CD-ROM 2E
978-0-7314-0139-0 © 2005

GEOACTIVE WORKSHEETS
Geoactive 1: Stage 4 2E Worksheets
978-0-7314-0138-3 © 2005

Geoactive 2: Stage 5 2E Worksheets
978-0-7314-0416-8 © 2005

Senior History: Year 11

CONTENTS:

PART 1: Case Studies
1 Bismarck and the unification of the German states
2 Yankees and Confederates in the American states in the mid-nineteenth century
3 The decline and fall of the Romanov dynasty
4 The origins of the Arab–Israeli Conflict 1880s–1947
5 Decolonisation in Indochina 1945–1954
6 Nuclear testing in the Pacific 1950s to 1960s
7 The Civil Rights Movement in the USA in the 1950s and 1960s
8 November 1963: The assassination of John Fitzgerald Kennedy

PART 2: The Historical Investigation
9 The historical investigation

PART 3: Preliminary Course Core Study: The world at the beginning of the Twentieth Century
10 The world at the beginning of the twentieth century

PART 4: HSC Course Core Study: World War I 1914–1919: A source-based study
11 War on the Western Front
12 The home fronts in Britain and Germany
13 Turning points
14 Allied Victory

Retrospective: Year 11 Modern History and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0684-5 © 2007

Retrospective: Year 11 Modern History eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0893-1 © 2007
INQUIRY

Inquiry 2 is a core text for senior modern history which match the requirements of the Queensland syllabus in a fresh and innovative way.

It offers students of Modern History in depth studies from Australia and the World using an inquiry approach.

The text gives an extensive range of visual and textual sources to engage students in a study of landmark modern events.

FEATURES:
- an introductory chapter leads students through the inquiry process
- six depth-studies are based around an excellent collection of source material
- source questions build skills in comprehension, analysis, interpretation, evaluation and decision-making
- narrative background briefings within each chapter provide key information
- 16 contextual studies provide further comparative and bridging content

CONTENTS
Matching the syllabus
Weeping for the children: why history should be critical
How did India achieve its independence?
How have war and revolution shaped Vietnam?
Has white Australia a black history?
Industrialisation and the environment: a history
Population and development: a history
Changing gender relations: a history

Inquiry 2  978-0-7016-3285-4 © 1996

PLEASE NOTE: INQUIRY 1 IS NO LONGER AVAILABLE

Senior History: Year 11

CHALLENGE, CHANGE & CONTINUITY

CONTENTS
Table of key concepts
Guide to group work
Sample marking guidelines

PART 1 Depth studies
The Reign of Terror in France, 1792–95
Yankees and Confederates in the American states in the mid-nineteenth century
The Meiji Restoration: nature and impact
The making of modern South Africa, 1890–1910
The decline and fall of the Romanov dynasty
The Boxer Rebellion in China
The 1916 Easter Rebellion in Ireland and its consequences
The creation of Israel, 1945–48
Decolonisation in Indochina, 1945–54
The Civil Rights Movement in the USA in the 1950s and 1960s

PART 2 Core study
The world at the beginning of the 20th century
Change and continuity in the early 20th century world
Challenges, change and continuity: case studies
August 1914 — the lamps go out

Challenge, Change & Continuity
978-0-7016-3622-7 © 2001
GLOBAL VOICES 2: HISTORICAL INQUIRIES FOR THE 21ST CENTURY

Global Voices 2 is the ideal companion text to Global Voices, presenting six new contemporary inquiries. This text presents topics and themes of relevance to today’s senior students of modern history. The author team consists of practising teachers, educators and historians whose credentials are well known and valued by history teachers nationally.

FEATURES:

- an introductory chapter on the history wars
- six chapters, each of which focuses on a vital event in modern history
- setting the scene sections in each chapter, which use the dramatic voices of those intimately involved in the event
- discovery narratives in each chapter, which investigate a key question using both narrative and source-based inquiry
- background briefings to provide historical contexts
- responding to history sections in each chapter, which offer a set of stimulating culmination activities
- a what historians have said feature to explore historiography
- new skill booster feature to foster skill development
- a recommended reading list

CONTENTS

1. ‘The History Wars’: Arguing about the past
2. The Individual in history: A case study of Martin Luther King
3. Studies of hope: Asian immigration to Australia
4. The rise of India: independence and beyond
5. After 9/11: The ‘War on Terrorism’
6. Crisis in the Solomon Islands
7. Australia, Gallipoli and Kokoda

Global Voices and Global Voices 2 invite students to investigate some of the most compelling events of modern history, and to probe global connections — including links between the events and their own lives.

The insight and knowledge gained will provide valuable life tools for young citizens of the twenty-first century.

Global Voices 2 and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0739-2 © 2008

Global Voices 2 eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0853-5 © 2008
SENIOR GEOGRAPHY FOR QUEENSLAND 1 2E

CONTENTS

CHAPTER 1: Managing the natural environment
- Elective — Managing coastal environments
- Regional case study — Great Barrier Reef
- Local case study — Mangrove wetlands
- Elective: Managing glaciated environments
- National case study — New Zealand glaciers
- Regional case study — Antarctica

CHAPTER 2: Responding to natural hazards
- Introduction
- Responding to tectonic hazards
- Volcanic hazards
- National case study — Italian volcanoes
- Earthquake hazards
- Regional case study — the Asian tsunami
- Responding to atmospheric hazards
- Cyclone hazards
- National case study — comparison of cyclones in Bangladesh and Gulf of Mexico
- Responding to lithospheric hazards
- Local case study Thredbo landslide/ Indonesian mudflow
- National case study Landslides in Nepal

CHAPTER 3: Managing catchments
- Local case study — Three Gorges dam
- Regional case study — Murray–Darling basin

CHAPTER 4: Social environments
- Global case study — urbanisation
- National case study — Australia’s urban and rural settlements

CHAPTER 5: Sustaining communities
- Regional case study — air pollution in Brisbane
- Local case study — inner city decline and renewal
- Regional case study — rural communities on the Darling Downs
- National case study — the effects of sea change on Australia’s coastal communities
- Local case study — planning the national capital

CHAPTER 6: Connecting people and places
- Regional case study — South-east Queensland
- National case study — Tibet rail link
- Local case study — Curitiba, Brazil

Senior Geography for Queensland 1 2E
978-0-7314-0592-3 © 2007
Geography: Years 11–12

CHAPTER 3: Sustaining biodiversity
Introduction — biosphere and biomes
Sustaining forest biodiversity — sustaining through World Heritage areas and national parks — Australia’s world heritage areas
Local case studies — Kakadu National Park, including the threat of cane toads, Kosciusko National Park
Global case study — the protection of threatened species, e.g., Bengal tiger, whales. The impact of introduced species on biodiversity

CHAPTER 4: People and development
Introduction — concepts of development, sustainable development, standard of living
Measuring development — development indicators, HDI
Contrasting levels of development
Regional case study — people and development in South-east Asia

CHAPTER 5: Feeding the world’s people
Introduction — feeding a growing population
Regional case study — food crisis in sub-Saharan Africa and Sahel region
Agricultural systems
National case study — shifting cultivation in Papua New Guinea, Green and genetic revolutions, food aid

CHAPTER 6: Exploring the geography of Disease
Introduction — disease types, pandemics, epidemics, Levels of development and disease
Geography of disease in Lesser Developed Countries — effects of malnutrition, water quality, poverty
Regional case study — AIDS in Southern Africa
Geography of disease in developed countries
National case study — obesity and cardio-vascular disease in Australia
Combating disease — the role of WHO, multinational drug companies
Global case studies — combating Avian flu, malaria

Senior Geography for Queensland 2 2E and eBookPLUS 978-0-7314-0591-6 © 2008 Due October 2008
Senior Geography for Queensland 2 2E eBookPLUS 978-0-7314-0883-2 © 2008 Due October 2008
The Geography for Western Australia series is specifically written for the Geography Course of Study in Western Australia, accredited in December 2007.

**Book 1 - Units 2A and 2B due 3rd term 2008**

**Book 2 - Units 3A and 3B coming in 2009**

**FEATURES:**

- Comprehensive coverage of the syllabus content areas of geographical thinking, skills and processes, place and change and human influence on sustainability
- Focus on natural hazards and impact minimization (Unit 2A) and sustainable resource use (Unit 2B) as required by the syllabus
- Geographical inquiry approach
- Up-to-date case studies – local, regional, national, international and global
- Exercises, including fieldwork and practical skills, interspersed throughout chapters
- Revise and review questions at the end of each chapter
- Highly illustrated, full colour presentation.

Written by an experienced team of practising Geography teachers, the Geography for Western Australia series will provide teachers and students with a stimulating resource package for their Geography course.

**CONTENTS**

1. Atmospheric hazards
2. Geographical inquiry: tropical cyclones
3. Geomorphic hazards
4. Introduction to sustainable resource use
5. Renewable resources – forests and water
6. Practical investigations and geographic inquiries using fieldwork and mapwork - soils
7. Sustainable use of non-renewable resources - mining

**Geography for Western Australia 1**
Units 2A & 2B and eBookPLUS
978-0-7314-0425-4 © 2008

**Geography for Western Australia 2**
coming in 2009